When Purchasing A Wall Mounted Unit
Before purchasing:








Calculate the size of the room to be cooled
You need to know your BTUs before you buy
Make sure electrical service is adequate and there are dedicated AC outlets
Nothing worse than bring home an appliance and finding out you can’t plug it in
Inspect window frames and wall strength
If its going to be mounted, make sure what its going to be mounted on is up to the task
Check out our buyers guide for more information.

At the store:
Know the language




A BTU is a British Thermal Unit
An ERR is the Energy Efficiency Ratio
Know the parts





A Thermostat controls your temperature
A Filter cleans your air
A Chassis is the frame that supports your AC unit

Guidelines for setting up your AC installation







Find a nice clean spot
Out of the way of heat sources and direct sunlight
Away from other pipes containing gas or water
7 feet above the ground and 6 feet from the ceiling
3 feet from other powers objects
Add a frame if the wall won’t support the AC’s weight
Mount it














Press a mounting plate to the wall
Use a level
Drill holes
Insert plastic anchors and tapping screws
Make a hole for piping
Consider the placing of the mounting bracket and the distance to the outside
Drill a 3 inch hole through the wall, sloping down to the outside, for proper drainage
Insert a flexible flange Make the Connections
Remove the cover of the unit Check cable wires.
Are they connected to the screw terminals?
Do they match the unit diagram?
Connect the pipes











Run the piping through the hole
Cut a ¼” PVC pipe a little shorter than the length between your interior and exterior walls
Cap interior end of the PVC pipe.
Put the pipe in the hole Bundle copper pipes, power cables and drain pipe together with electrical tape.
Place drain pipe on bottom of bundle to ensure free water flow Secure pipe to indoor unit
Attach water drainage pipe to indoor base
Run the bundled pipe and cables through the hole.
Secure it Secure the indoor mounting plate
You’re done!

Here are some guidelines for setting it up an outside unit:















Choose the best place
Place the unit away from areas heavily trafficked,dusty, or hot areas
Make sure to plan on allowing a 12” perimeter around the unit
Lay a level concrete pad
Build it high enough to raise the condenser well above the level of winter rain runoff and snow drifts
Put rubber cushioning under the unit’s feet to minimize vibration
Keep media antennas more than 10 feet from the condenser.
Connect electrical wires Remove the unit cover
Check the wiring diagram
Fasten cables and replace the cover
Secure pipes
Secure flair nuts to the pipes on the outdoor unit
And you’re done!
Here are some guidelines for setting it up a Split System Air Conditioner:












Bleed it to remove air and humidity
Remove caps from 2-way and 3-way valves
Connect a vacuum pump hose to the service port Run vacuum until it reaches vacuum of 10mm Hg
Close the low pressure knob, turn off the vacuum
Test all valves and joints for leaks
Disconnect vacuum and replace caps
Wrap piping joints with insulation
Affix piping to the wall with clamps
Seal the hole in your wall with expanding polyurethane foam
And you’re done!

Here are some money saving tips to remember while using your new unit:











Keep your thermostat between 72 and 78 degrees.
Each degree under 78 will increase your energy usage by 8%
Check your refrigerants often.
Too much fluid can be just as bad as too little fluid because it will keep your unit from working at its peak level
Bath and kitchen fans can effect your AC units performance. Use them sparingly
Keep the load off your AC unit’s back by shading east and west windows, and delaying heat producing activities
like dishwashing and baking until evening
Try not to use a dehumidifier while your AC is working. The dehumidifier will force your unit to work harder
Keep the house tightly closed during the day and ventilate at night, if you have to
Installing an AC unit is a process that begins with planning that carries the DIYer through to the store and home
again to actually follow instructions for installation.
Anyone can do, if they follow the plan, but some will call an installer, and that’s ok too.

Extra Information & Pictures

Mitsubishi Mr. Slim 1.5 ton 19.2 SEER MSY-MUY-GE18NA Inverter - Driven Compressor; Wall Mounted; Air
Conditioning; R-410A; Ductless Mini-Split; (1) Indoor Unit: MSY-GE18NA; (1) Outdoor Unit: MUY-GE18NA

Mitsubishi is releasing a new line of air conditioners called the ZW series. These new wall mounted
AC units have a few innovations that could have them using up to 50% less power than today's
average air conditioner. The first (and less interesting) innovation, is a self-cleaning air filter. Every
home owner should know that keeping an ACs air filter clean can keep your energy costs down. Well,
the ZW series compensates for both forgetfulness and laziness by cleaning itself frequently.
But the real innovation here is addition of the "Human Sensor Move Eye" (quoting a Mitsubishi press
release,) which tracks the location and habits of the living things it encounters, and conditions the air
accordingly. It can point itself directly at any hot object, cooling it down, it will also automatically go
into power-save mode when all living things leave the room. The unit can track and condition air for
one or two people in any given room and isn't fooled by non-moving heat sources, like kitchen
appliances. It will, however blow air on pets as well as people. Even creepier, the unit will log the
activities of moving heat sources and adjust accordingly. For example, if it registers a heat source
every week day at five o'clock for a couple of weeks, it will start blowing at around 4:30, every
weekday, of its own accord, in order to most effectively please its master.

